INTRODUCTION
The general description of the Maintainable Electronic Module is contained in two Disclosure of Invention documents entitled Maintainable Electronic Module. A third Disclosure of Invention, entitled Maintainable Multilegged Spring Electrical Contact, amplifies the basic concept to include an alternate spring contact having several desirable reliability characteristics. These disclosures are attached for convenience as Enclosures (1), (2), and (3).
Design/Analysis Logic
A wide range of latitude in the configuration of the Maintainable Module is obviously possible depending on the detail requirements, however there are features that are necessary to all solutions involving the use of maintainable spring contacts. These features include: (1) to insure electrical contact resistance within the limits established by circuit functions and by circuit noise limits, and (2) to insure spring stresses within the limits necessary to satisfy spring life/reliability requirements.
For the basic maintainable spring contact, illustrated in Enclosure (l)-Page 2, the maximum contact density, (minimum spring size for the requirements) may well be shown to be relatable to the fabrication process tolerances and/or the contact resistance across the spring interfaces. This relation would be valid only for a given set of materials of construction within a prescribed set of environmental conditions. The basic logic supporting this relation of'contact resistance" and manufacturing to size is depicted in Figure 1 . The following comments, on the activities shown in Figure 1 , will explain.
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Establish Limits for Spring Electrical Contact Resistance
The resistance allowable will depend upon the kind of circuit served by the contact. Requirement for analog, digital, and power handling will be entirely different, i.e., variations in contact resistance may look like noise to an analog signal handling system while the same variation in a digital circuit would go unnoticed. Select spring material.
Establish Spring Force Range
One of the several factors determining the contact resistance is the force across the contact. (Other factors include material oxidation, hardness and finish, and the wiping or burnishing that takes place during contact mating.) Since contact resistance and the contact force are a specialty area, research by others in this field should be considered, i.e., the results of conference on Electrical Contacts should be consulted. Engineering Proceedings P-38, includes papers presented at the June 1960 Seminar.
Ralph E. Armington, Chairman. The ranges of forces to be provided by the spring on the mating contact must be established.
Establish Maximum Allowable Spring Stress for Life Requirement
The Reliability group should agree with the spring stress calculation.
In order to achieve the larger number of contacts per unit area it is obvious that the contact parts must be as small as the various limits including stress will allow. VJhile the basic design concept includes provisions for contact spring replacement, the spring should be designed for long life without the plan for routine replacement. If module maintenance is required however, springs should be replaced. 
Identify Spring Deflection Range
The range of spring deflections providing the allowable force range within the stress limit will be provided by the previous step. The deflection range is identified because it is needed in the following step.
Divide Deflection Limits into Equivalent Deimension Tolerances for Deflection Control Parts
As the activity title suggests, the dimensions (and their tolerance) on the parts which determine the positioning of the spring contact and the mating contact must be controlled in order to insure the proper range of spring deflection -thus spring force. This activity and the next two activities might well be done jointly.
Identify Manufacturing Tolerances for Candidate Processes
This step is necessary in order to form a mature judgment about the entire range of processes; manufacturing, assembly and checkout. The step is also required for the next step. Materials of construction must be determined.
Compare Tolerance Requirements with Process Tolerances
The purpose of this comparison is to provide a parametric sensitivity leading to an optimized design for any given set of requirements. The initial "development" objective, like the design/analysis phase objective, should be to demonstrate the workability of an assembly of minimum acceptable size connectors. The further "development" objective should be to verify the relations of the critical parameters necessary to modify the design to specific environment/performance requirements.
The size and other critical parameters are to be identified in the design/analysis phase, previously described. Figure 2 suggests the development sequence in general activity terms. Comments on these activities follow.
Identify Critical Design Parameters
As previously noted these parameters are to be identified during the design/analyses phase.
Establish Test Objectives
A major portion of the test objectives are designed to verify that the critical parameters are as indicated.
Prepare Test Plan
It is important that the Test Plan be generated along with the final model design in order to assure that the model will permit or provide answers to the design questions.
Finalize Model Design
Finalizing the design should follow the Test Plan preparation for the reason stated above.
Fabricate Test Model and Fabricate STE
For concept evaluation purposes it is important that the model fabrication processes be relatable to the processes being considered for production. By "relatable," it is to be understood that the significant differences are recognized and the effects of the differences are understood.
Conduct Tests per Plan to Verify Sensitivity
Tests should include those necessary to exceed the requirements thereby establishing some information on margin of design safety.
Analyze Test Results and Compare with Requirements
This step will serve to organize the successes and to identify the factors needed in this development phase.
Modify Parameter Data as Required
With an understanding of the design deficiencies a decision can be made as to the need to modify the model and to conduct additional tests. 
IDENTIFY CRITICAL

SKETCH OF INVENTION
Sketch or ottach vellum or blueprint drawings of the invention in the space provided. If drawings are attached, each sheet must be signed and dated by the in"entor(s) and by witnesses arid referred to in this disclosure by number. Show oil parts which cooperate to achieve your purpose, number the parts, and describe each part and its function in the description. Include oil graphs, tables, flow diagrams, etc., which will aid in understanding the invention. Chemical inventors should include general reaction scheme. The purposes and advantages of this invention are: 1.
Permits individual circuit contact replacement without distirrbing the attached or adjacent electrical circuits. 2.
Provides a contact which can be mounted on surfaces which are unusable for the pin/socket type contact. This feature permits electronic packages to be smaller and lifter.
3.
Permits greater contact mating tolerances than does the pin/socket type contact. This permits less stringent tolerances in the contact positioning and retaining devices k.
The greater contact mating tolerances provided by this invention, over the pin/ socket type contact, permits less stringent tolerances in the alignment devices betweer connector halves.
5.
The component manufacturing tolerances for this invention are less stringent than those required for the pin/socket type contact.
(see attached sheet)
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION
In your own words describe your invention, how it operates and how each port functions to produce the desired result. Describe any special features or peculiar properties which ore important. Indicate any conditions which are critical. Disclose ranges of conditions and substitutes which con be used. Chemical inventors should list physical properties, disclose utilities and the preparations of all species, and also indicate sources of, or preparations of, any uncommon reactants. In every cose disclose the invention in its broadest aspect. Describe the operation of any device or system illustrated above. If commercial or trade names ore used, always indicate the nature and composition of the material. Attach additionol pages if necessary.
The invention described herein is a new concept in electrical contacts. Ihese contacts potentially have a wide application on replaceable units as an electrical contact or in a switch as a switch contact.
The invention consists primarily of three parts, which are: (l) an electrical contact, (2) a maintainable spring contact, and (3) spring contact retainer.
The electrical contact "A" vrould be fixed in one half of the parts, or svitch, to be electrically mated. The spring retainer/contact "B" would be fixed to tne other half. The maintainable electrical spring contact would be held by the spring retainer/contact "B".
Electrical mating would be accomplished by moving the parts to which the contacts are fixed relative to each other. 
RECOMMENDATIONS
State what further investigations should be made to perfect or improve the Invention, Indicate other opplications where this invention may have use, A prototype should be built and tested.
Other applications include the entire electronic, computer, and aerospace industries, i.e., wlierever high density, high reliability connections or switching contacts axe required.
\ List All Attachments Below (ATTACHMENTS MUST BE SUBMITTED IN TRIPLICATE): WITNESSES TO WRITTEN DESCRIPTION AND SKETCH
The foregoing description wos carefully read and understood by me and my signature affixed below, on the date set forth after my signature.
Signature of Witness Date
PURPOSE
6. Contact mating with this invention does not have to be accomplished in a cii -1 direction as does the pin/socket type contact. Mating may be accomplished by ";.-l_^'. j one contact half with the other in a flat or rotary motion. Miating may also be accomplished by moving the contacts directly toward each other so that spring contact. is depressed without wiping action.
A variation of the spring contact design would permit the wiping action contact mating to be accomplished from any angle within a single plane.
T«
One deformable part is used. (SEE ATTACHED "PURPOSE AND ADVANTAGES")
TITLE OF INVENTION MAIMTAIMBLE ELECTRONIC MODULE
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION
In your own words describe your invention, how it operotes and how each port functions to produce the desired result. Describe any special features or peculiar properties which are important. Indicate any conditions which are critical. Disclose ranges of conditions and substitutes which con be used. Chemical inventors should list physical properties, disclose utilities and the preparations of all species, ond olso indicate sources of, or preparations of, any uncommon reactants. In every case disclose the invention in its broadest aspect. Describe the operation of any device or system illustrated above. If commercial or trode names are used, always indicate the nature and composition of the material, Attoch additional pages if necessary.
This invention is coa^pcsed of tnree basic components, wnicn are: (l) decks, (2) electrical coupling devices, and (3) the receptacle. Additional components would include an alignment device, a locking devica, snields, and nousings. A discussion of the basic components follows: DECK (See Sketcn No. 2) Each deck contains circuitry and one-naif of tne electrical coupling device in some number. Tne decks containing tne circuitry associated witn a particular sub-module or function can be grouped together to form an electrical sub-module with electrical coupler interties directly between decks, (see Sketch No, 2), if desirable, if applicable. . In tne event of small circuitry requirements, a single deck mignt contain tne circuitry for one or more suD-raodules or functions and tne associated electrical coupling devices. ELECTRICAL COUPLING DEVICES The electrical coupling device, as tne name implies, provides the electrical power or 2) The receptacle may be built up in "decks" similar to those utilized in the maintainable electronic module. This will provide the high versatility for incorporating design or requirement cnanges offered by the maintainable electronic module. ASSEMBLY INSTALL.1TI0N AND MAIJiTBHAMCE The assembly, installation, and maintenance of the two main components, the maintainable electronic module and receptacle, would proceed as follows:
Assembly A. Maintainable Electronic Module
The maintainable electronic module would be assembled by combining the decks in the desired order, integrating any desired supplemental shields, and fixing into a final assembly. Electrical checks may be performed at any step in the assembly procedure or at any time after assembly is completed (See Sketches No. 3 and 4) .
B. Receptacle The receptacle would be assembled and checked out in much the same manner as the maintainable electronic modiile (See Sketch No. 5).
Installation
A. Receptacle Installation would begin with the receptacle in one of two following manners. The attaching cable assemblies might be connected to the receptacle and then Installed with the receptacle on to the next assembly. Or the attaching cables might be previous Installed on to the next assembly and the cable/receptacle connections made as the receptacle is installed. The manner selected is dependent upon which is deemed most desirable for each system. Electrical checkout must be coordinated with whichever manner is seHected.
B. Maintainable Electronic Module Upon completion of receptacle installation and checkout, the maintainable electronic module can be installed by inserting it into the receptacle and performing any necessary locking acts. Electrical checks, or self checks, may be performed as provided for in the particular design. 
Rl F Fl FOTRONIC MODULE & TEST
, _ '__ i _, ; Should the maintainable electronic module require maintenance, it may be removed by unlocking any locking devices, withdrawing it from the receptacle, and sending it to a repair station.
B. Receptacle
At any time the maintainable electronic module is not installed within it, the receptacle may be electrically checked or its electrical coupling devices cleaned by inserting the proper fixture (See Sketches No. 5 ^^^ 6).
ATTACHMENT PURPOSE 1. The purpose of this invention is to:
A. Provide a maintainable electronic module which can be removed and replaced with a high degree of reliability.
B. Provide a maintainable electronic module which can contain a large number of circuits.
C. Provide a maintainable electronic module which permits checkout and replacement of sub-modules without electrically disturbing other sub-modules of the module assembly.
D. Combine all components with the higher probability of req_uiring maintenance into the maintainable module.
E. Provide an adaptable electronic module which can easily be made compatible with changes in sub-module or module assembly function.
ADVAITOAGES
1. The advantages of this invention are:
A. Permits manual or remote replacement of the electronic module with a higher degree of reliability than with the conventional pins and sockets. The higher reliability is due to: (l) the high probability of estaislishing pjwper contact with the electrical coupling devices, and (2) the low probability of damage to the coupling devices.
B. Permits electrical checkout on the deck, sub-modxJle, or module assembly level at any time during the manufacturing, assembly, installation, or maintenance periods. (Bee Sketches Noa. 3 and k)
C. Permits replacement at the deck, sub-module, or module assembly level without electrically disturbing the other components within the module assembly.
D. Permits considerable flexibility in combining decks into an assembly.
E. Provides a module assembly whose decks or sub-module can easily be changed to satisfy overall changes in the sub-module or assembly function.
F. Permits flexibility during circuit development.
G. Compatible with nuclear radiation, thermal, and EMI/EMC shielding.
H. Both the inner and outler assemblies contain many identical parts (in each assembly). Therefore, parts can be manufactured on a mass production basis and spare part supply and storage is simplified.
